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DINNER TO CHEMISTS
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The following conversation.

Dinner to Chemists.

There are more "Leader" and "Repeater" loaded shells used than any other brand. Their superior shooting is the reason why. For pattern, penetration and uniformity they are unequalled. They hold all important records and trophies.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THE RED W BRAND.

WINCHESTER

SMOKELESS POWDER SHOTGUN SHELLS

These are not only high-class powders, but they are made exclusively for Winchester shotguns. They are built on the lines of the highest class powders, and are equal in every respect to any other powder. They are made with the same care and attention to detail that goes into the manufacture of every other Winchester product. They are built to last and to perform as advertised. They are high-class powders, and are built on the lines of the highest class powders, and are equal in every respect to any other powder. They are made with the same care and attention to detail that goes into the manufacture of every other Winchester product. They are built to last and to perform as advertised. They are high-class powders, and are built on the lines of the highest class powders, and are equal in every respect to any other powder. They are made with the same care and attention to detail that goes into the manufacture of every other Winchester product. They are built to last and to perform as advertised.
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Everywhere.. Sold at

HOTEL BRUNSWICK

BOSTON

EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN PLANS

HERBERT H. BARNES, Proprietor.

HAMILMER REPEATING SHOTGUN

STEVEs

Hats and Cravats

TECH MEN, COLLEGE MEN and women

Good Dresses go to Chamberlain's

Shirts and Gloves

For Spring

Beaconfield Derby...$4.00

Royal-Luxury Derby...$6.00

Bostonian Derby...$2.00

These brands sold only at Chamberlain stores.

697 Washington Street

699 Washington Street

Under the Gaiety Theatre

SHEFFIELD & CO.

TAILORS

A SUMMER ST., cor. Chauncey St.

Highest Grades... Popular Prices